
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modern & Traditional Knightsbridge  

has it all at Sleep + Eat 2018 
 

Knightsbridge, the award-winning British furniture designers and manufacturers will be exhibiting at 

Sleep + Eat 2018. The event, which spans from the 20-21 November 2018, is held at Olympia London, 

and will be showcasing the best in design for the hospitality sector.  

 

Knightsbridge will be presenting its hospitality ranges on stand number E50. The exciting showcase 

will be highlighting both its traditional and contemporary designs, with a visible split differentiating 

between the modern and more conservative collections, showing that Knightsbridge is perfect for a 

wide range of hospitality environments. The more traditional side will play host to classic hotel pieces 

including Banquette seating and Nexus, whilst the contemporary side will be a platform for modern 

pieces, such as Zouk beanbags, Bebop Modular collection and Breaker stools.  

 

 

                   Nexus Armchair upholstered in the new Vintage collection from Panaz 



The Bebop family, which was designed by David Fox, in collaboration with Knightsbridge comprises of 

modular seating and table systems with coordinating swivel tub chairs and coffee tables. The 

collection is an exploration of organically soft forms, a departure from hard-edged simplicity. The 

style, inspired by historic Danish design is both easy on the eye and comforting. 

 

The Zouk range incorporates luxe beanbags which add a playful feel to hospitality environments. 

Practical and fun Zouk beanbags are lightweight for easy relocation and are available in a wide range 

of soft fabrics or faux leather. 

 

The elegant Nexus range includes the Nexus Armchair and the Nexus two-seater settee both products 

come with a choice of three wire bases: gold, satin black and chrome, new for Sleep & Eat Nexus will 

also be available with a timber frame. Available in a wide range of fabrics including bespoke options 

the collection’s higher back and generously cushioned seat adds comfort and style to workplace and 
hospitality environments.   

  

As restaurant, bar, and hotel furniture suppliers, Knightsbridge’s hospitality collection contains 

furniture designed to suit a wide range of styles, tastes and needs. Crafted using timber from 

renewable sources, its portfolio embraces a collection of beautifully designed products that are ideal 

for usage across a variety of environments, including lounges, waiting rooms, foyers and dining rooms. 

 

 

 

For Further information please contact Cora Kemp at Informare 

cora@informare.co.uk 

07903 481131 

 

About Knightsbridge Furniture 

Choice, quality and exceptional service are the three basic principles inherent to Knightsbridge Furniture. This 

along with their market knowledge and service ethos ensures that customers are offered the best furniture 

solutions. Committed to British market led design they are one of the very few British contract furniture 

companies to invest in an in-house design and development team. As part of a tailored service a complete 

turnkey package is offered including space planning and full project management assuring specifiers complete 

piece of mind. For nearly 80 years Knightsbridge Furniture have been exceeding the needs of their clients, not 

only in terms of quality and comfort but also in terms of style and functionality. 

 

www.knightsbridge-furniture.co.uk 
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